
“Ottawa was the place I feel turned me into a man,” says 
Harvey Stripes.  He explains how despite not growing up in 
the projects, he was still driven by insatiable ambitions.  

“I told my mom I didn’t want to take anything from her 
anymore, I only wanted to give.”

Raised by his mother and grandmother, Stripes was reared 
on the likes of the Temptations, Sam Cooke,and Ray Charles. 
He relies on where the beat takes him when composing, 
whether it’s a song about his childhood or the party lifestyle.  
He also avoids listening to what’s hot before stepping into 
the studio.  

“I’m not going to listen to a new Lil Wayne record then go 
write a song,” he explains.  “I would rather listen to some old 
music, listen to some Sade, something that would mellow 
me out, clear my mind, and then I approach a record in a 
Harvey Stripes way.”

Stripes equates Toronto to a Mecca of sorts for artists and 
entertainment, a place where you can connect with fellow 
artists from Vancouver, Winnipeg, or Montréal. After 
touring with rappers like Young Jeezy, Wale and soon-
to-come Meek Mill, Stripes has witnessed first-hand how 
universal his music is. 

“It’s so dope to go somewhere like Saskatoon [where] they 
know your music word for word.”

Reserved by nature, Stripes knows how to adapt to the 
influx of attention that comes with the territory of being a 
musician and running his label DNDMG. “It’s almost like I have 
to be bi-polar sometimes,” he says.  In his single “Sobriety” 
featuring Mario, he mentions Caucasian women as being 
one of his addictions. When asked if this is still the case, 
he admits: “Absolutely.”  Despite indulgence and liquor, he 
stresses that responsibility also comes with success and that 
lifestyle. All things in moderation.  “But when I have to put 
on the shades and hit the clubs, we got to turn up.”

He stresses the importance for rappers to keep it real while 
remembering they’re entertainers.  “People can see through 
fake shit,” he continues. “People can see when you’re 
pretending to be something you’re not.”  One of the things 
he pays close attention to is staying honest. 

“I don’t really rap about growing up in the projects, busting 
my gun, or selling drugs.  If it wasn’t part of my life, you’re 
not going to hear it in my music.”

Though his career is still gaining altitude, there remains 
aspects of Canada’s hip-hop industry that he would see 
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changed. “I feel like there’s so much 
talent in Canada but no unity,” says 
Stripes, although he mentions that he 
doesn’t think all rappers should hold 
hands and make a We are the World 
record.

Cities like Miami, LA and New York have 
robust and active markets ready to 
launch home-grown talent, and have 
also developed their own distinctive 
sound.  Stripes finds that the hip-hop 
environment in Canada still needs 
a sound of its own and is much less 
supportive of its artists.  

“It’s like we’re crabs in a bucket,” he 
says. 

Artists from our home turf feel they 
must head across the border to 
be taken seriously as they’re often 
overshadowed by rappers in the U.S. 
Stripes says that connecting with 
artists from the U.S. was one of the 
most challenging parts of working 
on his latest mix tape A Dollar and a 
Dream and notes the importance of 
collaborating with them without being 
outshined. Stripes confesses he’s 

about to jump ship himself, but will always carry Canada on 
his back.

“I’ll never do an interview and not mention Ottawa.”

Canada is being sold short as there are many domestic 
rappers who could spit and flow as hard, if not harder, as 
those in the U.S.

“Right now we’re playing high school basketball with skills 
for the NBA,” says Stripes. “Let’s go out there, let’s see who’s 
scouting for new players.”

Regardless, Stripes maintains that Canada is his foundation 

and is the place where he’ll bring the music back to.  Being a 
businessman, his philanthropist spirit showed when he gave 
away cash and Gucci bags to the audience at his Toronto 
tour. 

Coming from a middleclass family, but growing up amongst 
those with less, Stripes has been involved with charities 
helping underprivileged or at risk youths.  He says the most 
important thing he’s learned about being a hip-hop artist so 
far is to stay true to yourself and to not put out anything 
that you wouldn’t put on your own iPod.

Look out for Stripes’ next release, A Penny and a Nightmare, 
set to break free at the end of spring.

Stripes finds that the hip-hop 
environment in Canada still needs a 
sound of its own and is much less 

supportive of its artists.
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